In this study we develop a system that tags and extracts financial concepts called financial named entities (FNE) along with corresponding numeric values -monetary and temporal. We employ machine learning and natural language processing methods to identify financial concepts and dates, and link them to numerical entities.
Introduction
We developed a baseline system called Automatic Extraction of Financial Data from Text (AEFDT) that tags and extracts financial concepts based on the natural language text from a financial document such as 10Q, 10K and analyst's reports.
Such financial entities (FNEs -Financial Named Entities, numerical entities, and semantic tags) are useful to multiple audiences. On one hand these extracted financial concepts are useful to analysts and internal users who can benefit from a simplified overview of the financial health of a company and in writing financial reports and making budgetary decisions; on the other, it will help consumers who are interested in reviews about a company for a product, job-related news and other financial aspects. In addition, such a system will help public companies meet the SEC.gov filing requirements in an automated fashion that is less prone to errors.
A snap-shot of the working architecture of the AEFDT system is given Figure 1 . 
Methodology
We have modelled our system as a Named Entity Recognition (NER) [Nadeau et al., 2007] problem. NER is an important subtask within information retrieval that locates and tags entities in text into categories such as the name, organization, location, time, quantities, etc.
Our current FNE identification system is a customized version of Stanford NER [Finkel, 2005] . Stanford NER is a Java implementation of a Named Entity Recognizer that provides a framework for training and inference of Conditional Random Field (CRF) model. In addition, it has the capability to incorporate other existing NLP tools like syntactic parser, Semantic Role Labelling (SRL), part-of-speech tagger, etc. We utilized our domain knowledge based on financial reports (10-Q, 10-K, etc.) to extend Stanford NER for a high precision system.
Data Collection and Annotation
We have collected around 6 MB of data in the form of 10Q/10K and non-SEC documents. We wrote programs in C++ and Python to crawl the sec.gov page. Once the sentences (from the Notes section of a 10Q document), labels, semantic tags, and numeric values are mined the training corpus is created by annotating the corpus with labels for training toward FNEs and creating attributes for semantic tags and numbers. Here's a snapshot of the label annotations of a part of a 10Q document (Notes section). Our training dataset has 8000 and 2000 annotated sentences for training and testing, respectively. These datasets were obtained by randomly shuffling entire corpus and partitioning them in 80:20 ratios.
The three methods that we implemented are: (1) CRF+No Dictionary; (2) CRF+Dictionary; (3) CRF+Dictionary+Features. CRF+No Dictionary refers to the method where we just have the conditional random field model that tags the tokens (words) in a sentence with FNE or not (o). CRF+Dictionary is applied when we have dictionary built and we do basic statistical analysis of the dictionary items, and CRF+Dictionary+Features method uses post-processing linguistic rules for tagging.
Evaluation and Results
Three trained subject matter experts manually evaluated the results for accuracy. We tested the models on unseen 2000 sentences from a 10Q file crawled from the sec.gov webpage. The results of the preliminary system are given in Table 1 .
CRF+No Dictionary
CRF+Dictionary CRF+Dictionary+Features FNE % accuracy 61.33 77.82 88 Table 1 . Preliminary results of the FNE identification system with three models using CRF parser
Discussion
The CRF+Dictionary+Features model gives the best results. That tells is that if we refine our heuristics and feature selection, we are likely to getter better results in future revisions. For the current set of heuristics, we have used the following feature rules for clustering and classification.
Surface Feature Selection for FNE identification system: In addition, we extracted features from parse tree like extracted NP sub-tree etc. As semantic features, we used semantic tree annotations extracted from Stanford parsed tree (De Marneffe et al. (2006)). We extracted a dictionary of FNEs from filed 10Qs at sec.gov and employed that as trigger words.
Conclusions
In this study we performed a feasibility study to tag and extract financial concepts called financial named entities (FNE). We employed machine learning and natural language processing methods to identify financial concepts and link them to numerical entities. The best model records an accuracy of 88% in 10Q/K files from the sec.gov webpages.
